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Contains Ads
This app is compatible with your device.

Add to Wishlist Install

Re�ect face swap is a �rst ever realistic face swapping app based on arti�cial intelligence (AI).

You can swap face in any image or photo in seconds using Re�ect. You don't need to waste no more

time in photo editors. Re�ect is the best app for face swapping without fails.

Re�ect doesn't simply copy and paste a face from one photo to another - our system analyzes a face
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Edited Thanks for removing the totally ridiculous and nonsense need to log in twitter. Now I

have to provide my personal twitter account and countless other personal PRIVATE

INFORMATION ABOUT MYSELF I'm paying for it monthly (5 months now) in the hopes of it
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being seriously improved but so far, no d...

Diego Sanchez

March 29, 2020 14

Great app, but I'm having issues. It is not detecting any face at all, it says "Detecting Face",

then it goes into the picture but there is no face detected nor anything to click, but the

picture I uploaded. It just started doing this now, how can I �x it? Btw, I have the PRO

subscription.

Chris Hitchings

February 16, 2020 28

Would be a 4 or 5* App if I could either pay a reasonable amount for a pro version or the

subscription price was a 1/4 of what it is, I doubt anyone is using it professionally so it's a

very expensive bit of fun - the pricing alone is tempting me to give it 1*. The App itself is okay

however you can...

Matt Olson

April 9, 2020

I do like the app, it is a lot of fun to mess around with, but I don't ever see myself buying it

because about 80% of the time I try to use it, it hangs trying to do a swap and says "no

internet connection" which is a lie. If not for that, I'd give it 5 stars.

Full Review

NEOCORTEXT, INC. December 10, 2019

Sorry to hear you are unsatis�ed with the progress of the updates. I hope you can enjoy

our app again in the future.
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Every time we �x a bug, a little kitten yawns.
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Updated
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Size

18M

Installs

100,000+

Current Version

1.0.12

Requires Android

4.4 and up

Content Rating

Rated for 3+

Learn More

Interactive Elements

Users Interact, In-App

Purchases

Permissions

View details

Report

Flag as inappropriate
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Developer

Visit website

re�ect@re�ect.tech
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